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PHYSICS CASE FOR A MULTIPARTICLE DETECTOR SYSTEM

I. INTRODDCTION

Most of the observed mass of our universe, from the very dense

material of neutron stars to the dilute gases of space, is comprised of

nuclear matter. Despite the wide range of temperature and densities in

which it can exist, nuclear matter has traditionally been studied in its

terrestrially most abundant form, the atomic nucleus. The nucleus is a

specific and limited manifestation of nuclear matter: a cold, equilibrated

system of a few hundred nucléons or less, approximately constant in density

and proton-to-neutron ratio. Even when prepared by a heavy-ion collision

from the previous generation of accelerators (beam energies typically less

than 10 MeV per nucléon), a nuclear system generally has "normal" density

(p œ p 0) and only a few MeV of excitation energy per nucléon (temper-

ature, T B 0 ) . Thermal equilibration of the system is fast compared with

the collision time, and behaviour can be well characterized by a mean

field. Nuclear matter has also been studied at much higher energy

(a 200 MeV/u) by means of relativistic heavy ions. This lies above the

threshold for meson production and is characterized by the individual

nucleon-nucleon interactions of the target and projectile particles. The

"transitional" energy range (Fig. 1), in which TASCC and a few new

accelerators in Europe and the US will operate, bridges these two regions

and therefore represents a largely unexplored area of nuclear behavior. It

is in this energy range that nuclear matter changes its properties so

drastically.

1.1 Sound and Fermi thresholds

The velocity of "sound" in nuclear matter corresponds to about

15 MeV/u and the Fermi energy of nucléons in a nucleus lies at about

30 MeV/u. Exceeding the former value permits the creation of density and

temperature variations; exceeding the latter triggers a substantial change

in the number of available nuclear states, with profound iraplicatons for

the subsequent opacity of the nucleus to nucléons. One can therefore see

that the range of energies available to TASCC should be very rich in new

phenomena, and that entire dimensions of nuclear behaviour, such as temper-
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FIGURE 1 : Energy ranges for

various accelerators and the

associated phenomena from

ref. 1.
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ature and density variations, will be revealed. Other nuclear degrees of

freedom, such as angular momentum and proton-neutron asymmetry, which have

previously been studied in isolation, i.e. at T=O and p=po, can now be

investigated as a function of these new variables.

1.2 Observables

An understanding of nuclear behaviour under these conditions will

necessarily come from the study of reaction phenomena, which will, in turn,

be based on the observation of the products, particulate and electro-

magnetic, of the heavy-ion interaction. Detection apparatus should be

tailored to measure the most informative observables, depending on which

specific phenomena are to be studied. In the course of a heavy-ion

collision at TASCC energies, emission of photons, mesons, neutrons, and
3 *t

light charged particles (protons, deuterons, tritons, He, and He), as

well as heavy fragments, is possible. Events involving mesons will in fact

be very rare, since even 50 MeV/u is far below the free nucleon-nucleon

threshold for pion production. For the energies under consideration, most

collisions closer than the grazing impact parameter can be expected to

produce a high multiplicity of other particles. Obviously, when each event
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emits many products, the reaction process cannot be deduced from the

detection of a single product, nor from detection of the radiation from a

single product. This forces a departure from the "inclusive" or single-

product type of measurement which has been so successful at lower energies

for binary and fusion reactions.

1.3 Exclusive measurements

Ideally, all products of a collision should be identified and their

momentum vectors recorded, which would constitute an "exclusive" measure-

ment. Practically, the detection, identification, and energy measurements

of neutrons with high efficiency over a full sphere of solid angle presents

large technical difficulties, especially if it is to be done in a way that

does not interfere with the detection of other particles. In principle,

many of the same difficulties hold for gamma-ray detection, but non-de-

tection of gamma rays in reaction studies can be more easily tolerated than

non-detection of neutrons for several reasons. Firstly, although the total

energy of gamma rays emitted in a reaction may be several tens of MeV, it

is a few percent of the total reaction energy. Thus reconstruction of

the reaction process from kinematics and energy flow is scarcely perturbed,

especially since the radiation is on the average emitted symmetrically.

Secondly, neutron emission changes the isotopic identity of the remaining

products, while gamma emission does not. Finally, the time scale of a

collision is such that roost gamma radiation occurs after an interval which

is many orders of magnitude longer than that for fragment and particle

emission. Gamma radiation therefore provides information about the sub-

sequent deexcitation processes of the larger fragments, but does not shed

as much light on the reaction mechanism itself as the faster processes do.

We are then left with an operational definition for "exclusive" measure-

ments which neglects gamma rays and mesons but includes light charged

particles, heavy fragments, and, when possible, neutrons. Much has been

written about the need for exclusive measurements in the transitional

energy region (e.g. ref. 2 ) , since inclusive measurements have often failed

to discriminate between several possible theoretical models for a process.
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The capability of performing exclusive measurements is therefore a major

requirement in a detection system for the study of reaction dynamics at

these energies .

1.4 Objective

The ultimate measure of any multiparticle detector design would be

its ability to record the quantities that could reveal and explain new

aspects of nuclear behaviour at TASCC energies. Accordingly, the main body

of this report will detail several promising new areas of heavy-ion re-

action studies and the experimental observables to be obtained in each.

The last section will suggest the general characteristics of a facility

capable of performing these measurements and flexible enough to accommodate

the inevitable unforeseen developments in both detector technology and the

physics of heavy-ion reactions.
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2. UNDERLYING PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES

The following is a brief discussion of the basic principles leading

to Che evolucion of localization phenomena in the transitional range of

heavy-ion beam energies.

2.1 Mean free path and temperature

The transparency of nuclei to incident nucléons varies as a function

of nuclear temperature and of incident nucléon energy. This forms the

basis for many new phenomena observed or predicted between 10 and

200 MeV/u, such as hot spots and preequi1ibrium emission, explosive events,

projectile fragmentation, particle jets, incomplete momentum transfer and

density variations. Observation and understanding of these phenomena,

which critically depend on the "sound" velocity in nuclear matter and the

Fermi energy, may eventually lead to an equation of state for nuclear

ma 11 e r .

If nucléons were not fermions, that is, if Pauli blocking did not ex-

clude scattering to final states already occupied, nuclei would be opaque,

and the mean free path of incident nucléons in nuclear matter would be the

classical high-energy limit of about 2 fm . The occupation prob-

ability of a given nucléon momentum state is

p(p) = [î+e f r 1

where e = p /2m is the nucléon energy and ej the Fermi energy. P(p) is

plotted in Figure 2a for small temperature T (dashed line) and for T=0

(solid line). Because of Pauli blocking, the number of momentum states

otherwise available to the scattered projectile and target nucléons is

reduced by P(p), lessening the opportunities for interaction and thereby

increasing the mean free path. The cross-hatched region in Figure 2b sche-

matically represents the available states at low nuclear temperature. The

relative inaccessabi1ity of states below the Fermi momentum accounts for

the established transparency of nuclei at low temperature and incident

energies. For higher temperatures, however, one observes an increased

selection of final momentum states (Figure 2c) which leads to a higher
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FIGURE 2a: Occupation prob-

ability for nucléon momenta

given zero temperature (solid

line) and low temperature

(dashed line).

(b): Hatched region represents

available momentum states at

low temperature.

(c): Hatched region represents

available momentum states at

h i gh tempérât ure.
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collision rate and a shorter mean free path. Figure 3 shows the mean free

path of a nucléon in a nuclear Fermi gas calculated by Collins and

Griffin4 as a function of incident energy above the Fermi energy for a

selection of temperatures. The simplified diagram is taken from ref. 5.

Note that, for energies near the Fermi energy, the figure shows mean free

paths an order of magnitude shorter for 10 MeV temperature than for low

(0-2 MeV) temperature.

2.2 Sound velocity and localization

When these arguments are generalized to include heavy projectiles

rather Lhan just single nucléons, it is possible for the sharp temperature

dependence of the nuclear transparency and the limitations of the nuclear
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FIGURE 3: Mean free path of a

nucléon in a nuclear Fermi gas

calculated by Collins and

Griffin . Simplified dia-

gram from ref. 5.
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sound velocity to conspire in a self-amplifying way to give local regions

of very high excitation. In low-energy heavy-ion reactions the temper-

ature, T = /8E*/A (E*/A is excitation energy per participating nuc-

léon), is typically below 3 MeV, since the excitation energy is shared

among all the nucléons. The incident group of nucléons moves slowly com-

pared with the velocity of sound in nuclear matter, so that no projectile

nucléon encounters a local buildup of high temperature deposited by a pre-

ceding nucléon of the same projectile. If, on the other hand, the projec-

tile energy exceeds the Coulomb barrier by 15 MeV/u or more, the local ex-

citation induced by leading projectile nucléons has no opportunity to

dissipate before the arrival of subsequent nucléons. The local temperature

is therefore high, and consequently the region becomes more opaque to

incident nucléons, which raises the temperature further. The positive

feedback process continues until the remaining nucléons of the projectile

have deposited their energy in this portion of the target. Similarly, the

accumulation of projectile nucléons stopped in the interaction region would

not be expected to dissipate on a time scale faster than additional

nucléons arrive, leading to noaequi1ibriutn density effects. The question

of local effects will arise repeatedly in the following section as reaction

phenomena are discussed.



3. REACTION PHENOMENA AT TRANSITIONAL ENERGIES

This section contains a discussion of reaction phenomena expected

in the 15 to 50 MeV/u range of TASCC beams, and of the quantities that

should be measured in such reactions to obtain information on the under-

lying physics. The topics wiLl be addressed in order of decreasing impact

parameters, starting with peripheral and ending with central collisions.

3.1 Transparency

The nucleon-nucleon reaction cross section, a
nn^'^ *n figure 4 dis-

plays a monotonie decrease with increasing energy, to a distinct minimum at

200-400 MeV. For heavy ions, the nucleus-nucleus reaction cross section,

OJ.^J(E), at low energies, increases with energy under the influence of the

mean field. If nucleon-nucleon collisions indeed dominate at higher

energies, then °i|7\,(E) , like 0"nn(E) , should show a decrease or a trans-

parency relative to the geometric limit suggested by hydrodynamical

models . This might appear to contradict the mean free path

calculations shown in Figure 3, but those results assume the central

density of nucléons, p = Po. At large impact parameters, the density is

less, and the mean free path correspondingly longer. Figure 5 shows

Oj^,(E) for C + C. The cross section increases in the well-known low

energy region, but at high energy the values [Jaros et al. ] are

substantially reduced. The curve indicates the results of a Glauber

calculation , which gives heavy-ion reaction cross sections based on

known nucleon-nucleon scattering cross sections and a geometric factor

proportional to the square of the sum of the target and projectile nuclear

radi i.

Both the energy where the curve of Figure 5 turns over and the region

of greatest decrease in CĴ Ĵ I (E) are in the range of TASCC energies.

Obviously there is a large gap in the presently available experimental in-

formation which should be filled in order to understand the dominant micro-

scopic reaction mechanisms in this critical region. One of the simplest

and most basic measurements one could make would be that of total reaction

cross sections for heavy—ion collisions as a function of incident energy

for a large variety of projectile-target combinations. Such an experiment

could measure elastic scattering angular distributions and deduce
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Nucleus-nucleus

(E) for 12C

FIGURE 5 :

cross section,

+ C as a function of center

of mass energy per nucléon.

Points are data and curve is

calculation. Figure from

ref. 6.

or reaction cross sections could be measured directly by some variation of

the attenuation method, i.e. observing the reduction in beam intensity due

to target interactions. In either case, element identification, energy,

and angle information must be obtained for projectile-like ions, and

ideally, for coincident target-like ions (to kinematically confirm the

reaction) if the elastic scattering method is used.

3.2 Fragment at ion

Those peripheral collisions that occur despite the transparency

described in the preceeding subsection often result in projectile frag-

mentation. For heavy-ion collisions ranging from relativistic energies

down to the neighborhood of the Fermi energy, projectile fragments are

characterized by similar momentum distributions in the beam
8 ) 2 2

d i r e c t i o n . T h e y a r e o f t h e f o r m e x p ( - p / 2 o ) w i t h

a 2 -
F(A-F)
A - 1

where Pf is the Fermi momentum of nucléons in the projectile, A is the

projectile mass, and F is fragment mass. The quantity 3 0 = Pf/vT* can
g)

therefore be extracted from the gaussian momentum distributions

(e.g. Figure 6a) and proves to be fairly constant over a wide range of pro-
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jectile fragments (Figure 6b). The Fermi momentum obtained from the data

of Figure 6 (." 210 MeV/c) is close to but somewhat smaller than that from

electron scattering experiments (~ 250 MeV/c). The onset of such

statistical fragmentation as a function of beam energy is not yet

adequately documented in experiments, but the fragmentation momentum width

appears to have risen to about half its saturation value for laboratory

energies corresponding to the Fermi energy . Statistical

fragmentation is in a sense also a localization effect, in that the

fragment momentum distribution appears to be undisturbed by the interaction

of the remainder of the projectile with the nucleus. This is in sharp

contrast to the limitations on momentum distributions imposed by transfer

to the target for quasi-elastic and deep inelastic reactions at lower

ene rgies .

Again, the degree of communication between nucléons within the pro-

jectile is the key question and since statistical fragmentation implies a

FIGURE 6a) : Energy spectrum
34

for S from fragmentation of

213 MeV/u Ar on a carbon tar-

get. Line is fitted Gaussian

momentum distribution.

b) : Values of ffQ for frag-

ment «asses from 16 to 37.

From Viyogi et al.

G5OC 6700 6900 7I0O 7300
LoboroJory energy (MeV)
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minimum of communication, an experimental inve?tigation into the onset of

such fragmentation would define the limits of collective as opposed to

two-body effects. Energy, angle, and identification are obviously needed

for the projectile fragment. Knowing the same parameters for the recoiling

target-like nucleus would allow kinematic reconstruction of the major

momentum vectors of the event, and recording all neutrons and light ions in

coincidence (mostly at forward angles) would tell whether the remainder of

the projectile was transferred to the target or merely broken away from the

fragment.

3.3 Preequilibrium emission

"Preequilibrium" particle emission is a broad term which has been

used to characterize many phenomena, including direct or knockout re-

actions, projectile breakup, and sequential projectile decay following

transfer-like (generally peripheral) reactions. In the present context,

however, we use the term to denote particle emission occurring before

statistical equilibration of the major reaction products for medium and

central impact parameters ' . By virtue of the localization

effects described in Section 2, it should be possible to create regions of

high temperature within the reaction partners. The energy spectra of the

emitted light particles should then reflect the temperature, T = /8E*/n,

where (E*/n) is the average excitation energy per nucléon of the source.

The proton spectra of T.C. Awes et al. ) for Au( l O,p)X at 13.4 and

19.4 MeV/u are shown in Figure 7. Note that at proton energies of 70 MeV,

the cross section is only down by about three orders of magnitude from the

maximum seen at around 10 MeV. An equilibrated compound nucleus from the

higher energy reaction would only have a temperature of about 3 MeV, which

for any reasonable thermal distribution would suppress the high energy end

of the proton spectrum by many orders of magnitude more. A large number of

models, both microscopic and macroscopic, have been applied to the

problem. Possibly the most favoured, and certainly the simplest macro-

scopic explanation for this behaviour would be that the energy is shared

among fewer nucléons, leading to a small region of high temperature. One

must then parameterize the proton energy spectrum in terms of a simple Max-
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wellian distribution ' . In the rest frame of the source,

Aft-er correcting for the energy gained from the Coulomb repulsion between

the particle and the residue (E+E-Ec), and removing the effect of the

source velocity by using the law of cosines, one obtains

M /rr- i (E"Ec) + V 2 /(E"Ec)Ei cos 9 iNo ̂  exp { Ï }

where E| is the energy of a particle moving with the source velocity. This

expression is compared with the data in Figure 7, for the parameter values

indicated. The temperatures, 4.4 and 5.9 MeV, are about twice the compound

nucleus value, and the source velocities, v=0.054c and 0.071c, correspond

to slightly less than half (M 40%) of the beam velocity at contact,

corrected for Coulomb effects.

The significance of these results can readily be appreciated in a

qualitive way: If a number, n, of projectile nucléons with beam energy

Ejj/n collide with an equal number of target nucléons, one might envisage

an excited subsystem with temperature T = »2(Eg-Ec)/n moving at one

half the beam velocity, independently of the remaining nucléons. This

argument involves some simplifying assumptions (no Fermi motion, no mean

field or collective effects, etc.), but is a useful illustration of how

precursors of the "participants" and "spectators" of relativistic

collisions may already be evolving in the transitional energy range

The high temperature zones (popularly, "hot spots") at these energies would

then correspond to the fireball, i.e. the free, strongly interacting gas of

participant nucléons, observed in heavy-ion collisions above 100 MeV/u.

Quantitative evidence for localization has been seen by
14)

Lynch et al., who measured proton-proton correlations in the
12 197

reaction of 25 MeV/u C with Au and found an enhanced final-state in-

teraction suggesting a source size substantially smaller than the compound
2 3

nucleus. Emission of composite light particles, such as ' H and
3 4

' He, offers additional constraints for the definition of a compre-

hensive model. The spectrum shapes for composite particles (A nucléons)
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seera to be derived directly from the proton spectra via a power law :

rd2o(E)i a rd2o(E/A)iA

^ dEdft •* composite '"d(E/A)dfi-) proton,

which is the proton cross section (at the equivalent energy per nucléon)

raised to the power of the atomic mass number of the particle. See

Figure 8 for a comparison of the power law with data. Unfortunately this

spectrum shape dependence does not discriminate between competing models,

since it can be obtained both from a final-state interaction, namely the

coalescence of nucléons within a certain volume of phase space, and from

thermodynamic considerations of the emitting system. The coalescence

model assumes that emitted nucléons within a certain volume of phase

space will form a composite particle. The characteristic momentum radius,

or coalescence radius, should be a property of the emitted particles only,

and independent of the emitting system. On the other hand, the thermodyna-

mic view holds that the MaxwellLan distribution implied by the pro-

ton spectra can be rewritten for composite particles in the form of the

power law, implying that the spectrum shape depends only or the properties

of the emitting system. This ambiguity may yet be experimentally re-

solved. Absolute cross sections and relative composite particle yields can

not yet be predicted by theories, and may therefore set requirements for

developing models.

The primary question to be answered by light-particle data at this

stage is whether localized high-temperature sources truly exist in heavy-

ion collisions at transitional energies, as preliminary measurements sug-

gest, since the short mean free paths required in hydrodynamic models (see

section 3.4) arise from such regions. Because of the inclusive nature of

most measurements so far, it is still possible that a superposition of al-

ternative processes mocks the thermal character of the energy distributions

observed. If hot zones exist, the simple arguments of this section suggest

that TASCC beams of 50 MeV/u should produce local temperatures of up to

10 MeV. Given the appropriate detector system, this would provide an

opportunity to test the basic assumption of localized sources and to ex-

plore the many secondary questions of preequilibrium particle emission.
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Multiparticle detector capability is clearly desirable in order to

establish the correlation, or lack thereof, between charged particles

emitted in the same interaction. Furthermore, study of composite particles

requires identification of the various hydrogen and helium isotopes.

Preferably, these measurements should all be performed in coincidence with

the heavy reaction fragments so that contributions from competing reaction

channels could be eliminated.

3.4 Jets of one- and two-body PEPs

Another type of preequilibrium particle emission results when a

nucleon's intrinsic Fermi motion within one reaction partner is superim-

posed upon the relative velocity of the two nuclei in the entrance channel

of a reaction ' . If tnat nucléon should cross the interaction

zone and enter the other partner (Fig. 9a), its energy in the frame of the

host nucleus would amount to the square of the sum of the relative and

Fermi velocities. That energy could easily exceed the binding energy of

the host nucleus, and since the nucleon's raPHn free path in the as-yet—

undisturbed (x^O MeV) matter of the nucleus would be quite long, it would

have a good chance of emerging on the opposite side of the nucleus

(Fig. 9b). This would result in a fairly well collimated forward-backward

distribution of one-body (i.e. from nucléons moving in a mean field)

promptly emitted particles, or PEPs. These are sometimes called, "Fermi

jets" because of their kinematic origin, although in fact, only one or very

few such nucléons would emerge from any given event.

With increasing beam energies, the Fermi spheres of the two nuclei no

longer overlap so extensively in momentum space, and the Pauli blocking

which excluded two-body scattering is lessened. It then becomes possible

for the intruder nucléon to collide with a host nucléon (Fig. 9c) resulting

in a somewhat more sideward-peaked distribution than that of one-body

PEPs. Bondorf et al. have calculated the energy dependence of one-

and two-body neutron PEPs. In Figure 10, the relative increase in the im-

portance of two-body PEPs with increasing beam energy (and increasing avai-

lability of two-body final states) is shown for the reaction C + Gd

calculated at an impact parameter b=3.25 fra.
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a)

b)

c)

FIGURE 9a) : Sum of beam and Ferai

target rest fraae.

nta in

b): Sum of moaenta sufficient to overcoae

nuclear potential of target (one-body PEP).

c) : TVo-body PEP froa nucleon-nucleon

collision shown in center-of-aass frame.
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FIGDRE 10: Energy dependence

of contributions fro« 1-body

and 2-body PEPs for l2C + l58Gd

at one selected

parameter (b=3.25 fm).

Bondorf et al.

impact

From

The sideward peaking of two-body PEPs could in fact be the precursor

of the large transverse momentum flow which has been predicted in hydro-
i8)

dynamical calculations at relativistic energies where the nucleon-

nucleon interaction dominates, and has recently been observed in data from
i9)

the Berkeley Plastic Ball . The hydrodynamic description is well

suited to the short mean free path encountered at higher energies, since it

treats nuclear matter as a viscous fluid. The possible evolution of such

behavior in the transitional energy region accessible to TASCC would pre-

sent an opportunity to study the onset of hydrodynamical behavior in heavy-

ion collisions. Because of the sensitivity of PEP cross sections to

details of the Fermi distributions, potential depths, and mean free paths,
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observation of such particles should also prove useful in determining those

quantities. The specific angle and energy interdependence of these pro-

cesses form a signature for their identification. Choice of an asymmetric

system, where one partner has large and the other small Fermi energies,

would be revealing, as would a kinematic inversion of beam and target for

the same system. Nucleon-nucleon correlations in 9, <j> and E (i.e. triple

differential cross sections) would, as proposed for relativistic

collisions, provide a signature for jets of two-body PEPs. To distinguish

PEPs from the products of peripheral collisions, the nucléons should be de-

tected in coincidence with their heavy partners. This would determine the

final state kinematics of the reaction and would also reveal the extent of

shadowing and other geometric effects from the intermediate complex. (Geo-

metric effects are the influences a particle encounters due to the

direction and location from which it is emitted: e.g. the neck of a dinuc-

lear system, near the nuclear surface, or from a deformed intermediate com-

plex. Shadowing is one such effect and describes the situation in which

the bulk of the emitting complex is interposed between the particle and a

detector). Jets constitute one case where detecting neutrons would be pre-

ferable to detecting protons, since neutrons are more plentiful and are un-

influenced by the exit channel Coulomb barrier. Furthermore, for heavy

nuclei, the Fermi energy for neutrons lies higher than that fo protons.

On the other hand, the relative ease of detecting protons may to some ex-

tent compensate for these factors.

3.5 Limits to momentum transfer

It has become apparent from recent experiments with the CERN synchro-

cyclotron that, at energies in the 30-84 MeV/u range, the average amount of

linear momentum transferred from the projectile to the target in a central
12

collision reaches a saturation value of about 2 GeV/c for C beams.

Figure 11, taken from ref. 20, shows the amount of linear momentum trans-

ferred by C beams to a variety of targets and compares this to the beam

momentum. The momentum transfer per nucléon has been investigated for
2 1 22 )

different beam species ' and generally seems to depend only on

the beam velocity. A theoretical understanding of this behavior is not yet



established. One explanation would be incomplete fusion, a phenomenon in

which part of the projectile continues past the target, relatively undis-

turbed, while the remainder fuses with the target and contributes its

momentum to the recoiling system. Another possibility lies in the nucleon-

nucleon interactions which may be evolving at these energies and can be

followed in an intranuclear cascade calculation as described in ref. 23.

An intranuclear cascade calculation treats two interacting nuclei as

ensembles of independent nucléons and simulates successive free nucleon-

nucleon scatterings by Monte Carlo techniques. In what may simply be a

different approach to the same idea of nucleon-nucleon interactions, it has
24)

been observed that the decrease in momentum transfer relative to

beam momentum appears to correspond with the increase in preequilibrium

ILght particle emission. One could then consider that the energy which

would otherwise have been deposited into the target might be removed by the

light particles.

FIGURE 11 : Maximum 1inear

momentum transferred in C re-

actions between 10 and 84

MeV/u. From Galin et

al.20>.

t IMeV/u)
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The basic issue to be explored in future experiments on momentum

transfer is again the interplay of nucleon-nucleon interactions and mean

field phenomena. Two ways of experimentally determining linear momentum

transfer are to observe the folding angle of fission fragments (for heavy

targets) and to observe directly or indirectly the recoil of all target

components. The former technique assumes that zero momentum transfer would

cause the fission fragments to be emitted at 180° relative to each other in

the laboratory frame, while high momentum transfer would produce a small

opening angle. This is an elegant and reliable method, but can only be

applied to heavy nuclei, which are predisposed toward induced fission. An

12
example of folding angle distribution plots for C on Au and U targets at

2 0 )
10, 30 and 60 MeV/u, taken from Galin et al , is shown in Figure 12.

Note the incomplete momentum transfer (p/pproj peaks at less than 1) at

30 and 60 MeV/u. Direct observation of the recoil of all target components

is desirable but difficult. Indirect observation is possible via the light

charged particles emitted in the interaction, and Figure 13, again from

ref. 20, shows isoinvariant proton cross section contours as a function of

velocity parallel and perpendicular to the beam direction for C + Ni at 30,

60 and 84 MeV/u. Where a circle with its center on the abscissa can be in-

scribed in a contour, the position of the center may be interpreted as a

measure of momentum transfer. The target limitations of the former

technique and the uncertainties of the latter with respect to particle

origins and masses of the target-like residues suggest that measurements of

linear momentum transfer should detect recoil fragments in coincidence with

light particles. Momentum vectors and element identification should be ob-

tained for heavy fragments, and multiplicities (number of particles per

event), energies, identification, and angular distributions are needed for

the light charged particles. A total momentum flow for preequilibrium

light particles could then be extracted to compare with the "missing" mo-

mentum not transferred to Che target.

3.6 Explosions

Possibly the most dramatic manifestation of the localization

phenomena discussed previously is the explosion, or total disintegration,
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Folding angle

distribution of fission fragments

for 1ZC reactions at 10,30 and 60

MeV/u fro» ref. 20.
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of the composite system. This has been observed in streamer chambers and

in photographic emulsions for some central collisions at energies as low as

26 MeV/u. The explosive interaction of a 71 MeV/u C ion with AgBr

emulsion is shown in Figure 14a. Figure 14b shows the central col-

lision of 26 MeV/u 0 with Ne in streamer chamber experiments by Van

26)
Bibber et al . A possible mechanism for the deposition of a large

amount of energy in the composite system is afforded by the localization

effects of section 2.1: An initial nucleon-nucleon collision raises the

local temperature; this decreases the mean free path, causing subsequently

arriving nucléons to interact, and so on. Less clear is the link between

the energy deposition and the actual nuclear disintegration. In other

words, why is there an explosion rather than just another case of "hot-

spot" light particle emission? It is obvious that deposition of energy in

excess of the total nucléon binding energy for the composite system, about

8 MeV times the total number of nucléons, makes disintegration energet-

ically possible. The puzzle is how this energy gets distributed among all

nucléons of the target.

The process leading to the high particle multiplicity and low par-

ticle energy of explosive events, as well as the mechanism for selecting

the specific final state (coalescence, thermodynamics,...?) are both un-

known and of great importance for an understanding of nuclear matter at

high temperature. Of all phenomena to be studied, such multifragraentation

events place the greatest demands on a detection system. The best possible

multiplicity resolution and identification are required for charged

25)

particles. The investigations of Jakobsson et al. give some indi-

cation of the particle types to be expected, and show that few products

heavier than beryllium are produced in explosive collisions of 50-110 MeV/u

C with the AgBr of photographic emulsions. The products are generally

emitted with energies of a few MeV per nucléon, but a dynamic range to well

in excess of 100 MeV/u would be desirable in order to assure completeness

of the measurement for an event which may include PEPs. Staggering

analysis problems are posed by the amount of information in a single event,

since there are several dozen particles, each with a recorded mass, charge,

energy, and direction. Nevertheless, just the distribution of momentum
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FIGURE 14a (top panel): Interaction of 71 MeV/u C with
2 5)

AgBr emulsion, from Jakobsson et al.

b (bottom panel): Central collision of 26 MeV/u 0 with
2 0

Ne from streamer chamber experiments of Van Bibber et
,26)

al
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vectors for all the products of an event should reveal the degree of trans-

parency as predicted by time-dependent Hartree-Fock calculations (momenta

along the beam axis), versus the "sidesplash" of hydrodynamic behavior

(momenta transverse to the beam axis).

3.7 Subthreshold pion production

The neutral pion, IT0, has a rest mass m 0 = 135 MeV/c , and its

charged counterpart, it- has m 0 = 140 MeV/c . To create a pion in a

collision between two free nucléons therefore requires a center-of-mass

energy E c m > 135 MeV. For a heavy ion incident on a fixed target of com-

parable mass this would translate to E^ajj > 270 MeV/u. Section 1.2 notes

that the maximum TASCC energy of 50 MeV/u lies far below this value.

Nevertheless, nuclear effects may reduce the so-called threshold by a sub-

stantial amount. For example, the intrinsic Fermi momenta of the nucléons

in the target and projectile may combine constructively with the beam mo-

mentum. This would permit pion production with heavy-ion beams of energies

as low as 50 MeV/u. In fact, ir° production has been observed by the GSI
12 2 7 )

group with 40 MeV/u C beams , and searches are underway using still

lower beam energies. Even at the "coherent limit", where every nucléon

contributes its kinetic energy toward the pion production, conservation of

energy dictates that the total center-of-mass energy available must be at
12 12

least 135 MeV. For a symmetric system such as C + C, that would re-

quire Eia}j > 23 MeV/u. Figure 15 shows the tf+ production cross
2 8 2 9) 12 12

section ' for the reaction C + C. The prospects for

observing vital threshold behaviour at TASCC energies are obviously good,

with a crude extrapolation suggesting nanobarn cross sections around

30 MeV/u.
0*?) 9 ft )

Recent experiments, with both neutral and charged

pions, suggest that the mesons are emitted from a source with velocity

closer to that of the nucieus-nuclt us center of mass than to the nucleon-

nucleon center of mass. Figure 16 shows the cross section dependence of

ir° production on longitudinal and transverse pion momentum in the
2 7) . . . 12

nucleon-nucleon system . The symmetric emission observed for C +
12

C is expected whether the source is the nucleon-nucleon or the nucleus-
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nucleus system. For C + U, however, the two possibilities can be

clearly differentiated, and the source velocity is close to that of the

nucleus-nucleus center of mass. This opens the possibility of coherent

participation in the pion production by a large part of the composite nuc-

lear system. Such a collective effect, whether it involved small clusters

of nucléons or entire nuclei, would be of great interest.

The question of "collective" effects in subthreshold pion production,

as opposed simply to a diffuse nucléon momentum distribution, is open to

experimental investigation. Since only a handful of experiments have been

performed on the subject of subthreshold meson production with heavy ions,

this represents a particularly rich new area accessible to TASCC beams.

Detection of neutral pions is essentially a gamma ray experiment, since

TT° decays to 2y with a mean life of 10 s, and would be difficult to

do with any general purpose multiparticle array. Charged pions, on the

other hand, can be detected and identified in the same way as light ions,

FIGURE 15: Cross section fot

+ production in reactions of

as a function of1 2C »ith 1 2C

incident energy. From ref. 28.
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K» -n -to -20 0 10

P MtV /c
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FIGURE 16: Contours of w^ production cross section as a function of

longitudinal and transverse momentum in the nucleon-nucleon center of

mass frame. Note that the pion source velocity appears to be close to

the nucleus-nucleus center-of-mass velocity. From ref. 27.

with an additional signature arising from their decay mode. Since previous

measurements in the "subthreshold" region have all been of the inclusive

type, a coincidence between the pion and the nuclear fragments could

determine the type of reaction in which the coherent limit is approached.
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NEW ASPECTS OF TRADITIONAL HEAVY-ION STUDIES

At lower (5-15 MeV/u) energies, a classification of heavy ion

reactions by decreasing impact parameters (increasing interaction times)

would go from elastic and quasielastic scattering, through deep inelastic

Quasi -
elastic

n L 1 Fully relaxed/Sequential fission I Capture i
Dainpedi _ J | K

 { fus l0n |
I Symm fragmentation ,

. , i 1
Deep inelastic

FIGURE 17: Schematic representation of colliding nuclei

evolving as a function of increasing reaction time. At the

bottom, the different types of reactions are related to

coHon processes. From Gobbi
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collisions and symmetric fragmentation, and end with fusion-fission and

evaporation residue formation. A pictorial summary of this evolution has
3 0 )

been prepared by Gobbi , and is displayed in Figure 17. A multi-

particle detector array could naturally, and to great advantage, replace a

conventional counter setup in the study of such reactions. Conventional

applications of the array will not be discussed here, since the present

exposition is intended to focus on the new physics accessible at TASCC

energies. However, various nuclear phenomena which have traditionally been

studied by means of the reactions, such as high-spin states and mass-

charge equilibration, may now be induced at elevated nuclear temperatures

by beams from the cyclotron, as will be discussed in this section.

4.1 Angular momentum at high temperature

Nuclear behaviour at high angular momentum has traditionally been

studied by means of gamma-ray spectroscopy. The recent development of

large gamma-ray detector arrays makes this option more attractive than ever

for tracing the locus of spins and energies in the decay of nuclei re-

maining after particle evaporation. However, at the nuclear temperatures

attainable in TASCC collisions, most of the excitation energy and a sub-

stantial part of the angular momentum may be dissipated by particle and

fragment emission before the production of an evaporation residue, which

has an opportunity to gamma decay. In these cases information about the

properties at large angular momentum of excited fragments, intermediate

complexes, and compound nuclei must come from direct observation of the

emitted particles.

Early estimates by Grover and Gilat for particle-gamma com-

petition in the deexcitation of compound nuclei showed that gamme, radiation

was dominant over particle emission at excitation energies around 10 MeV or

less above the yrast line in medium heavy nuclei. The equivalent nuclear

temperature would be less than 1 MeV. In a recent generalized evaporation
32)

calculation, Friedman and Lynch obtain a "cooling curve" of temper-

ature as a function of time. Figure 18 shows their result for an initial

system with A = 133 and T = 18 MeV. In this mass region, TASCC could

induce temperatures in excess of 6 MeV. According to the curve,
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FIGURE 18: "Cooling curve"
18-

showing dependence of nuclear e-

temperature on elapsed time for -

evaporation. Initial nucleus I 10 \
. 1 3 3 , - e'- \
is „ C s at a nuclear temper- • \

4 V
ature of T=18 MeV, with V ^
ep=38 MeV. From Friedman and Q Q2 - « ^ !Oe ^ ^ ^ T
Lynch32 \ t.me (fm/c)

5 — 1 9

cooling to 1 MeV would take 10 fm/c, or 3x10 s, which we will take

as a minimum time for gamma emission. On the other hand, the temperature

would drop from 6 MeV to 3 MeV and the excitation energy be reduced by 75%

in 3x10 s, or two orders of magnitude faster than gamma emission.

For comparison, the interaction time for deep inelastic scattering of heavy

ions at Eiab ^ 10 MeV/u is *" 10 s, and that for heavy ion
—2 0

induced symmetric fission is longer than 10 s. These interaction
times may be deduced from experiments in which the emission angles of the

33)
two fragments and their masses are determined . Evaporation of light

particles therefore samples the state of the composite system immediately

after formation, and is sensitive to spins and excitation energies which

may have been dissipated by the time gamma emission or fission occur.

The high-spin behavior of excited fragments and hot compound or

composite systems can be described in terras of the same quantities as high-

spin behavior at lower thermal excitation, such as total angular momentum,

34)
excitation energy, and deformation . The angular distribution of

particles emitted from a nucleus of spin J, moment of inertia H% and tem-
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perature T , has been calculated by Dossing based on the equilibrium

36)
theory of Ericson and Strutinski :

-1 2 ,1 2 n -
WT- (6 ) <* exp(—T- ß„sin 6 ) I ( ß sin Q )
J H T cm 2 2 cm o 2 2 cm

where

with M the particle-nucleus reduced mass and R the particle's distance from

the nuclear center. I o is the modified Bessel function. It is then pos-

37)
sible following Galin et al. , to estimate J of the emitting nucleus

on the basis of angular distribution measurements. Figure 19 shows the an-

gular distributions of a particles and protons detected in the reaction of

132-MeV Ar on a Se target. The dashed and solid lines are fits to

distributions of compound nucleus spins cut off at J=52n and 72n, respec-

tively. Since oc particles and other composite particles can in general re-

move more angular momentum from the compound nucleus than individual nuc-

léons, they tend to have larger anisotropies, O"(0°)/a(90° ) , as is evident

from a comparison of the protons and alpha particles in Figure 19. From

the angular distributions in Figure 20, it can be seen that the more ener-

getic alpha particles tend to have Che larger anisotropies, indicating that

they are evaporated from states of higher angular momentum. (Their energy

may also be a sign that they are evaporated from states of higher tem-

perature.) Conversely, the temperatures extracted from fits to charged

particle energy spectra are generally higher for the composite particles

than for protons since the former are capable of removing more angular

momentum. The picture that emerges is then one in which large amounts of

angular momentum are removed early, in the high temperature part of the

evaporation cascade. The average angular momentum carried away by a given

particle in a certain energy range may be obtained from the angular corre-

lation of the particle with the spin axis of the emitting system.
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FIGURE 19: Angular

alphadistributions of

particles and protons detected

in the reaction of 132 MeV Ar

on Se. Dashed and solid

lines are predictions of

statistical theory for "first

step" evaporation with compound

nucleus spins cut off at J=52 n

and J=72 li, respectively. From

ref. 37.

In principle, a deformation could be extracted from the fitted

barrier for evaporation indicated by the low-energy cutoff of the particle

spectra. This could then be compared with the barrier measured in light-

ion fusion reactions. A value lower than the fusion barrier would then

presumably correspond to a larger deformation in the emitting nucleus at

high spin than in the same nucleus acting as a target in its ground state.
3»t)

Such an effect has in fact been observed by Rivet et al. , who find

4 Q
for reactions of 8.3 MeV/u Ar with a variety of targets, extracted

emission barriers which are typically 70-80% of the measured light-ion

fusion barriers. They conclude therefore that the emitting systems are

quite deformed relative to those studied in the light-ion fusion reactions.

A more quantitative estimate of deformation, establishment of the de-

excitation path in E and J, and the relative sequence in which particles

are emitted are all questions to be studied at high spin in thermally

excited systems. Fundamental quantities, such as level densities and equi-

libration times, under these conditions of temperature and angular momentum

may eventually be obtained from measurement of evaporation spectra. First,
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FIGURE 20: Measured angular

distributions of a-particles

integrated over small ranges of

particle kinetic energy. Solid

lines are least-square fits

with a sum over Legendre

polynorainals. From ref. 37.

however, the limits of applicability of the equilibrium models, which have

worked so well at moderate excitation, must be mapped out for regions of

higher spin and temperature, especially since at high temperatures, the

emission time may be comparable to, or shorter than, the equilibration

time. The quantities to be measured in such experiments would be the

evaporation spectra as a function of energy, angle, and particle type, as

well as the multiplicity of each particle type. The identification of com-

pound nucleus events at high energies may be difficult in a strong back-

ground of deep inelastic, incomplete fusion, and fragmentation events, so

detection of evaporation residues and forward fragments would be helpful.

One useful technique is the coincident detection of two fission fragments

and their opening angle. This not only gives the amount of momentum trans-
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ferred to the system (full transfer = true compound system) but also

defines the reaction plane and the spin vector of the compound system,

allowing the measurement of out-of-plane correlations which can be used for

an independent measurement of the deformation parameter 62> o r a n estimate

of the average orbital angular momentum, &, in the particle exit channel.

4.2 Mass and charge equilibration
38)

"Strongly damped" or "deep inelastic" heavy ion reactions have

been extensively studied over the past decade. A comprehensive review of

these dissipative collisions has been written by Gobbi and
39)

Norenberg . In a deep inelastic collision, a large fraction of the

incident relative kinetic energy is "damped" or transformed into internal

excitation of the dinuclear complex (see Fig. 17) and the system separates

again, usually after making less than one full revolution, into a projec-

tile-like and a target-like fragment. The degree of damping as calculated

from the relative kinetic energy remaining in the final state, is cor-

related with the length of time the system stays together and consequently

with the amount of équilibration permitted for the various degrees of free-

dom, such as energy, angular momentum, neutron/proton ratio, and mass

asymmetry. Little is known about the N/Z equilibration process except that

it occurs in the initial stages of the interaction. It is a fascer process

than the energy dissipation, since the equilibrium N/Z ratio for the system

may be reached even in quasielastic reactions, in which the two partners

have only a short contact time and consequently little energy dissipation.

Recent work by Schul 1 et al. examines neutron and proton distri-

butions in deep inelastic collisions in the light of a two dimensional

potential energy surface in N and Z. Figure 21 shows the nuclide distri-

butions of projectile-like fragments (corrected for evaporation) from Xe

on Fe for various values of excitation energy or damping. The drift of

the distribution as a function of damping is superimposed on the potential

energy surface in N and Z calculated for the system in Figure 22. Note

that the corrected drift path of the nuclide distribution as a function of

inelasticity follows the gradient of the surface from the elastic injection

point, through the N/Z equilibration, and finally toward mass symmetry for
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FIGURE 21: Nuclide distri-

butions of projectile-like

fragments from Xe + Fe for

various cuts in excitation

energy, corrected for evapor-

ation. From Schill 1 et

al1*
^ï 75 ao 85 t: 7o 5

NEUTRON NUMBER

the most relaxed components. One can thus find, in the potential energy

surface, an explanation for the immediate N/Z equilibration and the

relatively slow approach to mass symmetry.

The information to be gained from extending such studies to TASCC

energies is largely related to the temperature dependence of the equili-

bration rates. A logical assumption would be that processes occur more

quickly at higher temperatures, and this is tentatively borne out by recent

measurements showing a tendency toward symmetric fragmentation at higher (8

MeV/u) incident energies. At still higher energies, nonequilibrium

phenomena, as discussed in the previous section, may begin to influence the

equilibration processes. Experimental studies of mass and charge

distributions are difficult. Good resolution in A and Z is required, as is

energy and angle information for both fragments. The situation is further

complicated by sequential decay of the excited fragments. One solution is

to look near the quasielastic peak, where the fragments are not so excited,

but the fast N/Z equilibration is already in progress. To study the more
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FIGURE 22: Contour plot of potential energy surface for
136 56

Xe on Fe, together with the drift path of the first

moments of the projectile-like distributions. The dashed

path has been corrected for neutron evaporation; the

numbers along the path indicate the total excitation energy

in HeV. Fro« ref. 40.

relaxed final states, however, corrections must be made for particle

decay. This can be done in the neutron rich region by evaporation

calculations. For proton rich nuclei, which tend to emit charged

particles, actual 4ff detection of light ions would provide the information

necessary to correct the nuclide distribution.
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5. DETECTION

Some of the interesting new physics that can be studied with heavy

ions from the Chalk River Tandem and Superconducting Cyclotron Complex has

been outlined in the previous sections. No attempt is made in this report

no deal with the technical aspects of detector design, construction, or

performance, nor is it intended to propose any particular array config-

uration. Rather, it is hoped that the preceding discussion of the observ-

ables associated with each phenomenon will help define the capabilities de-

sirable in a versatile detector system. In the following subsections,

several detection techniques are reviewed, and the general considerations

involved in configuring a multidetector array are discussed.

5.1 Techniques

For light ions, a simple AE-E scheme registering energy loss and

residual energy is adequate for determining not only the atomic number, but

the atomic mass as well. Summing the two signals gives the total energy,

and the scattering angle may be obtained from the location of a small

detector, or from position sensitivity in a larger one. Unfortunately,

light ions with energies in the neighborhood of 100 MeV have a long range

in matter, which tends to preclude use of gas filled detectors, or even the

silicon surface barrier detectors which are so useful at lower energies.

Thick solid-state detectors are in fact available, but covering a large

solid angle with such detectors would be prohibitively costly. However, a

variety of scintillator materials, both crystalline and plastic, are

available and give a resolution adequate for A and Z identification of

light ions. Figure 23 shows a spectrum from a scintillator AE-E

detector

Identification of heavy ions poses a greater problem. The best AE-E

techniques only provide unit-Z resolution for part of the periodic table,

and very little mass resolution at all, since the quantity actually
9

determined is AZ . Figure 24 shows a plot of AE V S . E measured with an
92 92 42)

ionization chamber for the reaction Mo + Mo at 14.7 MeV/u . A

recoil device or a magnetic spectrometer could provide superior resolution,

but only at the expense of solid angle and dynamic Lange. A time-of-flight
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E : PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR
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FIGDRE 23: Light particle spectrum ( H, H, H, He,

He). Detector is a CaF2~NEllO scintillator telescope.

Energy loss in CaF2 is plotted as a function of residual

energy in the plastic scintillator. From Westfall et

al'

measurement, either with a separate start trigger or by timing against the

intrinsic beam-pulse structure, would therefore be an attractive option.

Nonrelativistically, mass is proportional to kinetic energy times the

flight time squared. Good time and energy resolution and a long flight

path are therefore desirable. Figure 25 shows the excellent mass
43)

resolution possible under ideal conditions . Unfortunately, the

flight path requirement is at odds with the need for large solid angles, so

some compromises are necessary.
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FIGURE 24: AE-E plot for the
92 92

reaction Mo+ Mo at 14.7

MeV/u measured with an

ionization chamber. Note unit-

Z resolution at Z=42 (intense

elastic region). From ref.

42.

Again for heavy ions solid state detectors have no appeal at high

energies because of their susceptibility to radiation damage, their small

size, and their possible nonuniformity of thickness when used as AE

counters. Scintillators are generally too thick and have inadequate re-

solution for heavy ions. This leaves gas-filled detectors as the most pop-

ular choice for heavy-ion use. They are insensitive to radiation damage,

inexpensive to build, can be position sensitive over very large active

areas, and offer great versatility. For a review of large area position-

sensitive heavy-ion detectors, see Lynen et al . Depending on the

ratio of electric field to gas pressure used, gas filled counters for

heavy-ion detection can be operated in ionization mode with good energy re-

solution, in proportional mode with high analog signal-to-noise ratio, in

avalanche mode for fast timing, or in streamer mode for optical recording

of trajectories. Ionization anu proportional counters are therefore

favored for AE-E measurements, and parallel-plate avalanche counters for
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FIGURE 25: Mass-energy spec-

trum and projection on mass

axis from time-of-f light mea-

surements of the reaction
32S+27Ai at 10 MeV/u. From

ref. 42.

MOSS [u]

time-of-f1ight applications. The latter can be built as transmission

detectors and when backed by a AE-E ionization chamber, give A, Z, energy,

and position. Several variations on the basic ionization chamber are pos-
45)

sible. For example, a Bragg curve spectrometer measures the maximum

energy loss (Bragg peak amplitude) of an ion, its integrated energy loss

(area under the Bragg curve), and its range in the counter gas (location of

Bragg peak), from which one can extract its Z, kinetic energy, and

approximate A. The Bragg curve shown in Figure 26 represents the rate of

energy loss of a single ion encoded in a waveform digitizer by

Asselineau et al . A spectrum of deep inelastic events with various
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FIGDRE 26: Experimental Bragg

curve for 270 MeV ^kr stopped

in isobutane (histogram) and

electronic stopping power

(dashed line) from Asselineau

et al" e ).

corrections applied to the raw Bragg-peak amplitude is displayed in
1+5 )

Figure 27 . Another variation is the time projection chamber, which

follows in three dimensions the trajectories of all reaction products under

the influence of a uniform magnetic field. Such a device has been used

successfully with intermediate-energy light particles, though many

practical considerations stand in the way of its use with heavy ions.

5.2 Array configurations

The ideal system would be capable of detecting and identifying all

charged particles, both heavy and light, with either low or high kinetic

energy. Since a high energy (." 100 MeV/u) light ion and a low energy (* 1

MeV/u) heavy ion have drastically different ranges in matter, no single de-

tector has the dynamic range to stop the light ion and still generate a

meaningful signal for the heavy ion. One solution would be to have two or

more separate detector types, e.g. gas and scintillator, but then the solid

angle blocked by one type is inaccessible to the second. A more sensible,

although complex, arrangement would be a "logarithmic" system in which a
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474 MeV 3*Fe + l97Au

9,ob = 54"

Deep Inelastic Gate

BRAGG PEAK B.R-O.I2E+O.25E/R

id"
Chonnel 512

FIGDRE 27: Spectrum of Bragg-peak amplitudes of deep in-

elastic events from 8.5 MeV/u Fe+ Au, shown uncorrected

(bottom) and <*ith various energy and range corrections.

In the corrected spectrum each peak corresponds to one

••5)
atomic number. Froa Gruhn et al

series of transmission detectors are set up, one behind the other. If the

stopping powers increase logarithmically as the ion proceeds from one

detector to the next, a large dynamic range can be covered by a few

detector sections without loss of solid angle. An example would be:
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îon-

Low

pressure gas

High

pressure gas

Thin

scintillator

Thick

scintillator

Of course, different sequences and subdivisions are possible. In such an

arrangement, all species have at le^st one useful AE and one stopping

detector, as well as a fast timing signal from the low pressure gas (aval-

anche) counter or a scintillator.

The next consideration is the large solid angle needed for exclusive

measurements. Since the multiplicity of light products may be quite high,

a "4tr" geometry would be especially important for light ions. Forward

peaking of the light ion distribution makes multiple hits, i.e. more than

one particle in the same detector, a problem near zero degrees. This could

be overcome by reducing the solid angle intercepted by each forward
47)

detector. The Plastic Ball at Berkeley has such a spherical shell

of light-particle A E - E detectors (see Fig. 28). The forward scattering

cone of the ball is open and forward particles travel through air to a

plastic "wall" of detector elements, which provides a substantial distance

for time-of-flight identification and gives good angular and multiplicity

resolution. However, the Plastic Ball was designed for high-energy light

particles only, and therefore has no vacuum system or heavy—ion capab-

ility. A multiparticle array for use with TASCC beams must have a vacuum

system. In addition to an outer shell of light particle detectors, it

should have an inner array of gas-filled heavy-ion detectors, preferably at

a distance from the target sufficient to allow some time-of-flight identi-

fication. As a consequence of these requirements, a very large vacuum ves-

sel and a substantial pumping system is needed.

Several heavy-ion laboratories entering the same energy region as

TASCC are proposing facilities designed along these general principles, but

differing in geometry and specific detector types. At GANIL the 4.8 m-long

Nautilus vacuum vessel is being fitted with a forward wall of AE and E
48)

plastic scintillator . A "barrel" of plastic scintillator with its

axis parallel to the beam direction is proposed, and heavy-ion detectors,
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PLASTIC BALL PLASTIC WALL

San.

7 ^ Lightguide

" I / PlaStiC ScmlillüiOr (N

•jontilloto'
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il

•3 counters,
0 64 . 8 - 8 zrv

Bullseye. 1mm « 16-16 err

16 counters, 0.64 x 8 • 16 cm

FIGURE 28: Schematic view of the Berkeley Plastic Ball and
IJ7)

Plastic Wall. Fron Boden et al

transparent to light particles, would be placed inside the barrel (Figure

29). The Oak. Ridge group has proposed a SPIDAR (simultaneous particle
4. g )

identification and detection array) consisting of a shell of plastic

scintillator detector telescopes at 40 cm from the target and a forward

cone of detectors (0-45°) at 70 cm from the target (see Fig. 30). The

Michigan State University design of Westfall et al . is similar, but

with a target-scint illator distance of 30 cm, about twice as many ele-

ments, and a 0-10° forward cone open to a plastic wall through a magnetic

momentum analyzer. One module of the MSU design is shown in Fig. 31. Both
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FAISCEAU

1 m

FIGDRE 29: GANIL "barrel" and forward wall (side view).

The forward, thin A E scintillator paddles will be backed by
.. l»8)

thick K detectors. From J. Peter

U.S. groups favor Bragg curve spectrometers for the internal heavy-ion

array and both are proposing a large vacuum vessel of greater than 3 m

d i ame ter.
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FIGURE 30: Proposed Oak Ridge

detector array, "SPIDAR". The

scintillator shell has AE and E

elements and is filled with

heavy-ion detectors. The

entire array is enclosed in a

3 m vacuum vessel. From R.

Robinson

£23

5.3 Conclusion

The survey of promising areas of heavy ion reaction studies presented

here suggests that the most versatile multiparticle detection system may be

a 4TT shell of light-ion detectors surrounding an array of gas filled heavy-

ion detectors that are transparent to light ions. A more finely segmented

light-particle array may be desirable at forward angles to avoid multiple

hits in a single detector and thereby to obtain more precise multiplicity

information. A large (> 3m diameter) vacuum vessel would be a lecessary

component of any such system, regardless of the particular array config-

uration. Beyond these general considerations, no specific detection system

is proposed in this report.

The beams expected from TASCC are ideally suited, in energy, spot

size, momentum resolution, pulse width, intensity, and other charac-

teristics, to studies of heavy-ion reaction dynamics. Most importantly,

working in the largely unexplored energy region of the nuclear Fermi motion

offers the exciting possibility of observing various transitional

phenomena. The opportunities presented surely merit the effort and equip-

ment needed to prepare first class experiments in this emerging field.
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MSUX-83-127

DETECTOR MODULES

CoFL

SCINTILLATCR
V

PPAC

TARGET

CURVE ^•

COUNTER ">

i 15cm > PLASTIC
SCINTILLATOR^»"

FIGURE 31: Single module of the proposed Michigan State

university «ultiparticle array. "Logarithmic" detector

sequence includes paiallel-plate avalanche counter, Bragg

curve spectrometer, CaF2 scinf (lator, and plastic

scintillator. Fro» G.D. Westfall
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